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Alois Gisler, Winterthur

Credibility Theory Made Easy

1 Introduction

In classical statistics the following result is well known: Let Xjt i= 1,2,... ,n,
be independent real random variables with ^ and precision

gt Var_l[2fJ- Then the minimal variance unbiased linear estimator of /i
is given by

i.e. p is a weighted mean with the precisions as weights. The precision of ji is

In credibility theory one usually wants to estimate the pure risk premium, say
n(&), based on some statistical information represented by an observable
random vector X (Xl,X2, ••• ,Xn)' and some additional information
expressed by a random variable or a constant, say ^0. In contrast to the
above result in classical statistics we do not have to estimate a constant
term n but rather the random variable /r(0). We will therefore use the terms
unbiasedness and precision in a Bayesian sense, i.e.

- an estimator Y of Y is called unbiased if E[Y — Y] 0;

the precision of an estimator Y is defined by £[(Y — Y)2]-1, that is we

use quadratic loss;

- the precision of a random variable X with respect to Y is defined by

In section 2 we show that there exists a Bayesian equivalent to (1) and

(2). Denote by ^(0) the best linear unbiased estimator based only on the

statistical information X. If X{, X2,... ,Xn are conditionally independent with
conditional expectation ß(&), given 0, it turns out that £t(0) is a weighted
mean of the Xt with the precisions of the Xt with respect to fi(&) as weights.

(1)

(2)

E[(X- Y)2]"1.

Mitteilungen der Schweiz Vereinigung der Versicherungsmathematiker, Heft 1/1990
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It is also shown that under some basic assumptions the credibility estimator
based on both, the statistical information X and the additional information
p0, is a weighted mean between Ji(&) and ji0, the weights again being the

precisions with respect to p{&) Based on these two fundamental principles
and the fact, that credibility estimators are projections on linear subspaces of
the Hilbert space of the square integrable random variables, we then find the

credibility estimators and their precisions in different models

In chapter 3 we introduce a basic model covering e g the Buhlmann & Straub
model In chapter 4 a class of evolutionary models is considered, whereas

chapter 5 is devoted to semihnear credibility Finally the hierarchical model is

dealt with in chapter 6

The credibility estimators presented in this paper are not new and already
known in literature But the author feels, that this way oflooking at credibility
gives a deep intuitive insight into the formulae and into credibility theory
The credibility estimators become intuitively plausible and they are derived

in a direct and elegant way Moreover the precisions of the estimators are
obtained very easily

2 Hilbert space technique and basic principles

2 1 Hilbert space technique and some notations

We will make an extensive use of the Hilbert space technique presented eg
in De Vylder (1976 a)

All random variables considered are assumed to belong to L2, which is the

Hilbert space of all random variables with finite second order moments
The inner product between two points X and Y in L2 is defined by

(X,Y) =E[XY]
P is a subspace of L2, if it is non void and contains all linear combinations
of its elements Q is a translated subspace, if it can be written as Q Z + P,

where Z is some element of L2 and P is a subspace Since we may have Z 0,

it is seen that a subspace is a particular translated subspace The point Q G Q

is said to be the orthogonal projection of X on Q (pro(X | Q)) if X — Q _L Q,

l e (X - Q, Fj - y2) 0 for all Yu Y2 e Q
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The following results are basic:

Linearity
Let P be any subspace then

pro (aX + bY \ P) a- pro(X | P) + b pro(7 | P) (3)

Iterativity
Let P and Q be any (translated) subspaces with Q c P. Then

pro(7f | Q) protprofX \P)\Q) (4)

"Normed Linearity" in translated subspaces
Let P be a translated subspace and let Z (a + b)~l(aX + bY). Then

Notation: Let X (A^,... ,Xn)' be a vector with Xt G L2 (i 1,2,... ,n).

We denote by
L(X) the subspace spanned by the variables XltX2, • ,Xn and by

LY (AQ the translated subspace Q {Z : Z J] atXt, E[Z — Y] — 0}.

2.2 Three basic principles

Theorem 1 (Basic Principle 1) Credibility estimators are projections on
subspaces or translated subspaces, i.e. the following results hold true

i) The (inhomogeneous) credibility estimator of Y based on the statistic
X, i.e. the best estimator of the form Y* a0 + X.aiX,, 's

it) The homogeneous credibility estimator of Y based on the statistic X,
i.e. the best unbiased estimator of Y of the form Y' lXl, is

pro(Z | P) (a + b)
1

{a projZ | P) + b pro(T | P)) (5)

Y pro(Y | L(X, 1)) (6)

Y pro(y | LY(X)) (7)
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Interpretation: By definition Y resp. Y belong to L(X, 1) resp. Lr(X). By
definition Y resp. Y must be the points in L(X, 1) resp. LY(X) which are
closest (with respect to quadratic loss) to Y. It is intuitively clear that the

point in a (translated) subspace closest to Y is the orthogonal projection of
Y on that (translated) subspace.

Proof: A rigorous proof can be found e.g. in De Vylder (1976 a).

Remarks:

As Y e L(X, 1) it follows that (Y — Y, 1) 0 and hence E[Y] £[Y],
Thus we have

Y =pro(Y \Ly(X,D) (8)

Since LY(X) c; LY(X, 1), the following relation holds true:

Pro(Y | Ly(X)) (9)

From (6) it follows that Y is the (inhomogeneous) credibility estimator
if and only if it fulfills the normal equations

(Y — Y, 1) 0 i.e. £[Y] E[Y] (10)

(Y — Y,Xj) 0 ' 1,2,... ,n (11)

Analogously it follows from (7) that Y is the homogeneous credibility
estimator if and only if it fulfills the normal equations

E[Y]=E[Y] (12)

(Y — Y,Xt — Xj) 0 for ij=l,2,...,n (13)

Theorem 2 (Basic Principle 2) Let 0 be a risk parameter (random variable)
and let A' (Xx,X2,, Xf}' be an observable vector fulfilling the assumptions

A 1: Xj, X2,... Xn are conditionally independent, given ©

A2: £(X,- | 0] ^(0) 1,2,... ,n
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Then

(14)

where q, := E [(*, - /x(©))2]
'

Ii) ß := £[(£(©) -^(©))2]_1 (15)

Remarks:

Theorem 2 states that the homogeneous credibility estimator of /r(©)
based on X is a weighted mean with the precisions of the Xt with respect
to /r(0) as weights. Compared with (1) it becomes obvious that (14) is

the Bayesian counterpart to (1).

- The estimator Ji(®) does not change if all precisions are multiplied by a

constant factor. Thus the precisions have to be known up to a constant
factor only.

Proof:
Proof of i): We show that £(©) fulfills the normal equations (12) and (13).

£[/)(©)] E[/r(©)] because of A 2

(M©) const| ^e,(/r(0) - A,,*,) j
constgy (ju(®) — Xj, Xj)
constp, (;<(©) — X}, Xj — f.i(®))

(A 1 A 2)

const (A 2)

and hence

M©) -?(©), A, -Xj) =0 for i + j

Proof of ii)

E [(£(©) - M(©))2] Z e.) Z e>E [(*. - Z <?.)
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Theorem 3 (Basic principle 3) Once more let © be a risk parameter and

X (X1,X2,... ,Xn)' an observable vector with EfX, | 0] p(@). Let p(@)
be the homogeneous credibility estimator of p(&) based on X. Let be a

random variable or a constant fulfilling the conditions

Al: E\j.i0 — //(©)]= 0 (unbiasedness)

A 2: (p(@) — p0, p0) 0 (orthogonality)

A3: and X are conditionally independent given 0

Then

i) p(&) := pro(/i(0) | L(X,p0,1)) (g0 + g)~{{g0p0 + (?£(©)) (16)

where q0 E [(p0 - ^(0))2]_1

Q E [©(©)- M©))2]"'

it) ß :=E [(M(©)-/r(0))2]-1 =Q0 + g (17)

in) p{®) itself fulfills the conditions A 1 and A 2, i.e.

E [M©) " £(©)] o, (p(@) - ?(0), M(0)) =0 (18)

Interpretation:

- We want to estimate the pure risk premium /i(0). On the one hand there

are available statistical observations Xt which are conditionally unbiased
and on the other hand there is the quantity p0 saying something about

^(0). By definition the best unbiased linear estimator based only on
the statistical information X is £(©). By theorem 3 the best linear
estimator taking into account both, the statistical information X and
the information is a weighted mean between Ji{&) and p0 with the

precisions as weights.

- p0 might be a manual premium, a previous credibility estimator, the

assessment of a technical expert etc. The orthogonal condition A 2

means that p0 pro(/r(0) 1 L(p0)) and hence that p0 is in some sense a

credibility estimator, if the statistical information X were not available.

Further remark Note that it is not required that Xl,X2,... ,Xn are conditionally

independent given 0.
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Proof-. To prove i) we have to show that £(©) fulfills the normal equations
(10) and (11). Obviously £[£(0) — /d0)] 0.

(ß{&) -£(©), nQ) const{ßo(/r(0) — /i0,fi0) +g(ß(&)

The first term in { } equals 0 because of A 2. From the conditional
unbiasedness of the r.v. Xt follows that £[£(©) | ©] ^(0). Hence the

second term in { } equals 0 because of A 3.

(M©) - £(©), X,) const{po(/i(0) - /i0, X,) + q(h(Q) - £(©),

(/d©) - Po>xi) (M0) - Fo,f(0)) eöl
(-4 3) {A 2)

(H(@) - £(©), X,) (/i(0) - £(©), X, - £(©) + £(©))

(M©)-F(0),F(0)> -r1
and hence

<M0)-?«=>),*,) =0
which completes the proof of i).

£ [(£(©) - Ad©))2] too + e)-2 UeUp0 - F(0))2]
(A3) v

+ 52£[(//(©)-dl0))2])"'

(e0 + e)_I

which is identical to u)

Finally hi) follows directly from the fact that

d(©)=pro(Ad0)|/d*,Aio,l)) •

For the purposes of this paper it is convenient to state the following results.

Lemma 1 Let fi0 and X be as in theorem 3. Let Z (Zj,Z2,... ,Zm)' be

such that E[Zj] £[/<(©)], (/d©) — Fo) E(Z), (/d©) — Xt) J_ £(Z) for
i 1,2
Then the credibility estimator of /d©) based on X, fi0 and Z does not depend
on Z, i.e.

pro (M©) I L(no, X, Z, 1)) pro (u(0) | L{n0, X, 1)) (19)
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Proof: Let £(@) pro (/i(0) | L(ß0,X, 1)). We have to show that

(/!(©) -£(©)) _LL(2).

£(0) a0fi0 + ^ with a0 + 21 ai 1 because of theorem 3. Hence

0i(©) -2(0).z,> floM©) + ^>X©) -XpZ,) o

for j 1,2,... ,m.

Lemma 2 Let Y e Z,2 and {X, (Xd,Xl2,... ,Xm)' i 1,2,... ,/} be real

random vectors. Assume Xl,X2,... ,Xn are conditionally independent given
Y and £[X1; \ Y] Y for all i,j. Let Yl — pro(T | Ly(A'1)) for i 1,2,... ,1.
Then

Y pro(T | Ly(X„X2,... ,Xj)) (2°)

where g, E j^T, — Y)2j

Proof: We will show that

Y pro(Y | Ly(Yx,Y2,... ,Yf).

Then (20) is a consequence of theorem 2. Let

Y* :=pro(Y | Ly(Y„ Y2,... Y,)) Y,aJi with 2>> 1
•

(Y - Y',XV -Xlk) Y,a,(Y - Ye,Xl} - Xlk)
e

a,(Y -YrXtJ-Xtk)= 0

<y _ Y',XtJ - XkI) (Y-Y', (X„ - Yt) + (Y, - Yk) + (Yk - XkI))

0.

Hence
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Lemma 3 Let Y,Z,X= (XUX2,... ,Xn)' be such that

£[Z-y]=0, (Z-Y,X,-Xj)= 0 for i,j 1,2,... ,n.

Let Y resp. Z be the homogeneous credibility estimator of Y resp. of Z based

on X. Then

Y Z (21)

Proof:

(Z - Y,X,-X}) <(Z - T) + (Y -
0 for i,j \,2,...,n.

Hence Y pro(Z | LZ(X)).

Lemma 4 Let Y and X be points in L1 and nY £[T], nx E[X]. Then

Y pro(T 1 L(X, 1)) +
C

va^jy) {X ~ ^ (22)

This result is well known. The proof is an easy exercise in applying the normal
equations and is left to the reader.

3 Credibility in a basic model

3.1 Basic Model

Consider a policy characterised by a hidden risk parameter 0. Suppose the
observable vector X (X{,X2,... ,Xn)' and /r0 satisfy

Al: E[X, |©]=M©)
A2: The random variables /x0, Xl,X2>... ,Xn are conditionally independent,

given 0.

A3: E[]Xq —/t(©)] 0

A4: -faHo) 0

Of course we want to estimate the pure risk premium ^(0).
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We denote by

ß0 := £ [(^0 — ^<(0))2]
'

the precision of n0 with respect to fi(&);

g, := E [(X, — ^(©))2]
'

the precision of Xt with respect to n(&);

fi := £[XJ £[ju(0)] the unconditional expectation.

We will see in section 3.3 that this basic model covers the Bühlmann & Straub
model as well as some other models encountered in literature.

3.2 Credibility estimators

Theorem 4

i) The credibility estimator based on X and n0 is

£(©) (öo + Z (öoA'o + X e<X') <23)

ii) The precision of £(©) is

e £ [(£(©) - M©))2]-' £?„ + X e. <24)

in) /)(©) fulfills the conditions A 3 and A 4, i.e.

£[/)(©)- M©)] 0 and (/x(0) -£(©),£(©)) 0 (25)

Proof: Theorem 4 is a direct consequence of theorem 2 and theorem 3.

Corollary 1 (Recursive credibility formula) Let jik be the credibility estimator
of «(©) based on (/Tq, Xu X2,... ,Xk) and let g'k be its precision. The following
recursion holds true:

h (ßk-i+Qk)~l(Qk~fik-\+ßkXk) k=i,2,... (26)

e'k + Qk) (27)

Eo ~ Ro So So
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3.3 Examples

Example 1: The model of Bühlmann/Straub (1970)
Bühlmann & Straub consider a portfolio of risks. Each risk i (i 1,2,... ,/)
is characterised by a hidden risk parameter ©,. To each risk i belongs an
observation vector A", (Xa,Xl2,... ,Xm)' where XtJ may be interpreted as

an observation (e.g. claim amount) of risk i in period j.

Assumptions:

BS1: Conditionally, given 0,, the random variables Xlt,Xl2,... ,Xm are

independent with

where P are known constants (volume measures)

BS2: The pairs (O,,^),(02,X2),... ,(Q,,X,) are independent and

0!,02,... ,07 are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).

From Lemma 1 it follows that the credibility estimator p(@t) depends only on
the data Xl and not on Xk for k f i. (p,X() fulfill the conditions A 1-A4 of
theorem 4. Hence we immediately obtain the credibility formula, the recursive
formula and the formula for the precision.
If we denote by

E[XtJ | 0,] M0,)

:=£ [(XtJ -M©,))2] l=v~lP,j y l,2,...,n,
where v E[(T2(0,)]

e0 := E [(fi - ^(©,))2]
1

w-1

p> := Z PU '= Z So
J J

we get

£(©,) teo + e.) l(eoP + e,p *(©,)) (28)

where

(29)
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Of course (28) can also be written as

£(©,) «,£'(©,) + (1 - )p (30)

where a, P,{P, + v/w)~l.

If we denote by pkl the credibility estimator of p(®,) based on (Xa,Xa,... Xlk)
and by alk its precision, we obtain from corollary 1 the recursive formula

Mk, Kk-i + e,k)~l Kfc-i^-i + e,A) (31)

<*ik °>,k-1 + e,k (32)

P0i ~ P ai0 6o

Example 2: The model used by Campbell (1986)
In addition to the observations X fulfilling the assumptions of the Bühlmann
& Straub model, a technical expert makes an assessment p'(®,) for every risk
i. It is assumed that the technical assessment fulfills the following assumptions:

E[ti'(®,) I ©,] p(®,);

Conditionally, given ©,, ^'(©,) is independent of the random variables

Xjj j 1, Ylt.

Hence for any risk i the assumptions A1-A4 of theorem 4 are fulfilled. If
we denote by £(©,) the credibility estimator given by (26) and by £(©,) the

credibility estimator based on the observation vector Xt and the technical
assessment we immediately get by the recursive formula

£(©,) 00(0.) + /V(©.)
where

a (x, +
ß (x, + ",rlt,
t, precision of /r*(©,)

<7, precision of £(©,) (see (29))
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Example 3: Sundt (1987)
In the paper "Credibility and Old Estimates" Sundt discusses under what
conditions it is favourable to replace the constant term in the credibility
estimator by an old estimator. In the most simple case of the Bühlmann &
Straub model the question is under what conditions should the constant term

p in the credibility estimator be replaced by an old estimator p(@), which is

assumed to be conditionally independent of X given ©. From theorem 4 it
becomes obvious that replacement of p by p(&) will improve the credibility
estimator if and only if the precision of p(&) is greater than the precision of
p with respect to p(0).

3.4 The homogeneous credibility estimator in the Bühlmann j Straub model

Let us go back to example 1 of section 3.3 and assume that the overall mean

p is unknown. The following result holds true:

i) The homogeneous credibility estimator of pi®) based on XUX2,... ,X:
is

B (©,) (e0 + e) 1(q0b + q,p *(©,)) (33)

where

(34)

el e [(b - /'*(©,))2]
1

eoe,(e0 + e)
1

ii) The precision of p{@) is

Q: E [0(0,-^(0,))2]
'

(35)

Remarks

Note that the homogeneous credibility estimator is obtained by replacing
the unknown p in (28) by p which is the homogeneous credibility
estimator of p.
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Ji is a weighted mean of the £*(0,) with the precisions of the p*(0,) with
respect to ß as weights. Hence the homogeneous credibility estimator of
ß is found by a two stage procedure:

i) For i 1,2,... ,/ calculate the homogeneous credibility estimator
of ß{®,) based on X,, which is a weighted mean of the X
(j 1,2,... n,) and the weights being the precisions of the X,;
with respect to ß(®,).

ii) Calculate Ji by taking a weighted mean of the estimators found in

step i), the weights being the precisions with respect to ß.

- Denote by a, q,(q0 + p,)_1 the credibility weight given to Ji (©,) in
(28). Since q[ a,p0, we can replace the q[ in (34) by a,, which is the
formula usually encountered in literature.

Proof: From (4) and (5) it follows that Ji(0,) is obtained by replacing ß in
(28) by

Ji pro (ß | Lfl(Xl,X2,,Xk))

Lemma 3 and Lemma 2 yield

Ji, := pro (ß | L^X,)) £*(©,)

where

e; £ [(ß'(o,)-ß)2]~l

E[(ji-(e,)-ß(&,) + ß(®,)-ß)2]-1

(er1 +er1)"1
which is equivalent to (34).

To prove (35) note that

ß(®,) - j£(0.) (ß(®,) - /}(©,)) + (£(©,) - £(©,))

(ß(®,) - £(©,)) + e0(e0 + e,)"1 (p-V)

From (9) we get

(ß(®,) - ?(©,), ß-Ji) 0.
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Hence from (29) and theorem 2 we obtain

E [(/*(©,) - £(©,))2] {Qo + e,)~' + QoiQo + Q,)~2 X e'^j

(ßo + 0t)~l (1
T— '

•

V 00 + e, LQ.J

At this stage it is worthwhile to recall two facts found in the Biihlmann &
Straub model:

- Given /r, the credibility estimator of /*(©,) depends only on the data Xt
and not on Xk for k =f= i.

- The homogeneous estimators }T(0,) and Ji are found by a recursive

procedure from bottom up.

Exactly the same arguments as above can be applied to the hierarchical model.
This will be shown in section 6.

4 The credibility formula in a class of evolutionary models

Let 0 be a random risk parameter and let (Xt, X2, be a sequence of
observable random variables where Xt might be interpreted as an observation
(e.g. total claim amount) of a particular policy in period i. It is assumed that
X{,X2,.,. are conditionally independent given 0. We further assume that the

risk characteristic may change in time. Hence © is not a single risk parameter,
but rather a sequence (©!,02,...) where 0, describes the risk characteristic
in year i. We will use the notation /*,(©) for E[X, \ 0] (of course we could use

as well ji,(©,) or /i(©,)).
GerberIJones (1975) were among the first to consider such models. Later on,
evolutionary models have been discussed in a number of papers (e.g. Sundt

(1981), Kremer (1982), Sundt (1982)).
We will derive the credibility formula in the case where the process
{^,(0); i — 1,2,...} fulfills the assumptions

A 1: £[/ij(0)] n < oo Var[/q(0)] X < co

A2: M,+i(0) -E a,(/u,(0) - fi) + £1+1 i 1,2,...
where al,a2,... are constants and where/r,(0),e2,e3,... are uncorrected
with £[e,] 0 Var[eJ of < oo
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Remarks:

If a, 1 and of a2 for i 1,2,... then the process {^,(0); i

1,2,...} is a random walk. This case has been discussed in Gerber/Jones

If a{ a with |a| <1, of a2, X (1 — a2)o2 then the process

{/i,(0); i 1,2,...} is a stationary autoregressive process of order 1

(AR(l)-process). The credibility formula for this case can be found e.g.

in Kremer (1982).

Cov (jii+i(0), Hj (0) ai Cov (/r,(0), Hj{©)) for i > j, which is the

general assumption in Sundt (1981). Hence the general case has already
been covered by Sundt. Below we give an alternative and very simple
derivation of the credibility formula.

Given the observations up to time n, we want to estimate the pure risk

premium ^n+1(0) of the next period.
From (3) and A 2 we get

(1975).

?Vh(©) an%{&) + (1 - an)n

where

&(©) pro (,!„(©) | L(XltX2, I) ;

E [(£„+,(©) " AVi(©))2] E H(K(®) - M©))2] + E[e2n+,],

which together with theorem 2 yields the following recursion.

Theorem 5

Jin+l(&)=an {(Qn + (p„)
1

(&„£„(©) + <PnXn)} +(1 -an)p
n= 1,2,...

(36)

where

£[(£„(©)- m„(©))2]
'

<Pn E [(2f„ -M„(©))2]-1

en+l {al(Qn + <Pn)~l + ^n+l }"'
Ri(®)=R

2-|-l

(37)
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5 Semilinear Credibility

Semilinear credibility has been introduced by De Vylder (1976 b). The starting
point is the homogeneous credibility model defined by a random risk
characteristic 0 and an observation vector X (Xx,X2,... ,Xn)\ whereby the
random variables X1,X2,... ,Xn are conditionally independent and identically
distributed given 0. Let now / be a real function of one real variable and

F= (Y,, Y2,... Y„Y the vector of the transformed variables Y, /(7f,).
We will further use the notation

The best estimator of fix(&) of the form a0 + 's called the semilinear

credibility estimator, which we will denote by jlx(&).

From Lemma 4 we get

HX(Q) E[X, | 0]

M©) £[Y,|0]
e E [(M©)-^)2]"'
K Cov |>^(©),jUy(©)]

Ex ~
Hy E[jly (©)]

T E [(PyO) - Yf]~l

Ex(®) '= pro(^x(0) I L(Hy(@), 1)) fix + KQ(ßy(&) -fly)
Since

(jix(@) - n'x(&), Y,) (M©) - M®)^Y (©)) 0

it follows that

H'X(Q) pro(fix(&) | L{Y,py(@), 1)).

Hence from (4) we obtain

Ex(®) Ex + ~ Ey) >

where JiY (0) is the credibility estimator of nY (0) based on Y.

From theorem 4 it follows that

/ly (0) fly + {q + m) lm(Y—fiy), where Y n
1 y_ Y,
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and hence

£x(0) nx + (g + m)~] nx kq(Y — nY) (38)

which is equivalent to formula (26) in De Vylder (1976 b).

6 Hierarchical credibility

Models with a hierarchical structure have been treated in a number of papers
(e.g. Taylor (1976), Norberg (1986), Bühlmann/Jewell (1987)). Hereafter we will
strongly rely on the presentation in Bühlmann/Jewell (1987). The main result,
i.e. the recursive procedure for calculating the credibility estimator, is already
well known. But we feel that the following derivation gives a good intuitive
insight. Moreover the precisions of the estimators will be given.
For didactical reasons we will consider a model of order 3. The generalization
to a hierarchical model of higher order is straightforward.

6.1 Model

The structure of the model is visualized by the following figure:

top level

level 3

level 2

level 1

level 0

set of all variables

ß

T

$

©
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e.g. := set of all <h-variables deriving from

^(Ok) := set of all data (X-variables) deriving from <S>k

The probability structure is obtained by drawing the variables from "top
down" which generates the probability distribution over the whole tree.

Top level: There we have one degenerate random variable, namely the

constant /z, which is the overall mean.

Level 3: The random variables 4^ t 1,2,... ,L are i.i.d. with
probability distribution r3(ip)

Level 2: All random variables $k e are conditionally i.i.d. with
probability distribution r2(q> \ 4^)

Level 1; All random variables 0, G ©(d^) are conditionally i.i.d. with
probability distribution rx(6 \ «DJ

Level 0: Given ©,, the random variables X
independent with

E[X,. | ©J n(®,)

j 1,2,...n, are

Var[2f | ©J
*2(0,)

where P are known volume measures.

Our aim is to estimate the pure risk premium n(®,) of risk i. We want to find

a) the (inhomogeneous) credibility estimator

£(©,) pro (/£(©,) | L{ß, 1))

b) the homogeneous credibility estimator

£(©,) pro (jz(©,) | L^iß))

Furthermore we are interested in the precisions of the estimators /z(©,) and

?(©,)•
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6.2 Relevant quantities and notations

We will need the following quantities and use the following notations.

Conditional expectations:

/£(©,.) := E[XtJ | ©,]

q(%) := E [q(&t) I where ©,. e ®(<t>k)

q^V,) := E [q(®k) | ¥,] where <D* (!>(¥,)

Structural parameters:

overall mean: q := E [XtJ ]

precisions of two neighbouring conditional expectations with respect to each

other

level 1 q := E [(/x(®,-) - q(Q>k))2]
1

where 0, e

level 2 a :=E [(^(®fc) - /x^))2]"1 where <bk e «OF,)

level 3 t :=£ [(/xpP,)-/*)2]"1

Remark: In literature it is more customary to use the inverse of q, a, t
as structural parameters. Note that e.g. a~' E [Var[^(®t) | ^]]. In the

context of our presentation however, it is more convenient to use the above

parametrization.

Statistics:

£*(©,) := pro (M©,) I

&'(%) Pro {q{<S>k) I Lß(^k)))
FW,) pro(M^) I L^W,)))

q := pro (q \ Lß{®))

Note that e.g. q*(<l>k) is the homogeneous credibility estimator of q{Q>k) based

on the observations Xtj deriving from 3^.

Precisions of q'(.):

q\ :=£ [Gt'(©,)-M®,.))2]"1

a'k := E [Gt*(®fc) /r(<I>^))2]_1

t; :=£ [GX-CP,)-^))2]"1

£ := E [(q* — q)2]1
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The notations and relevant quantities can be summarized by the following
scheme:

level 4 3 2 i

variables P <5 0
index-variables k i

statistics $ rw<) r{*k) ?*(©,)

precisions of jx{.) z e'

6.3 Credibility Estimators

The next theorem shows that the can be calculated recursively from
bottom up by taking at each level a weighted mean of the £*(.) of the next
lower level, the weights being the precisions with respect to the quantity to be

estimated. For instance is a weighted mean of {Ji'{<bk) : e <&(¥,,)}
and the weights are the precisions of the /r*^) with respect to In view
of the hierarchical structure this result is intuitively very plausible.

Theorem 6

£*(©,) (p,rl Z p'jx'j where p> Z pu <391)

j j
g' Ptv~l where v £[er2(©()] (39.2)

(Z^) Z tfn®.) where e[ QQ'(Q + e'rl (40.1)

ak Z&; (40.2)

The sum in (40.1) and (40.2) is taken over (i: 0, ©(«t»^)}

(Zff^) Z «#*<**) where a'k ook{o + (Jk)~l (41.1)

t; Z^ (41-2)
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The sum in (41.1) and (41.2) is taken over {k: $>k e $(4^)}

£=(Xv) where t; tt;(t+t;)"' (42.1)

^ (42.2)

Proof-. Consider any two neighbouring points in the tree, e.g. 4^ and
<X>^ 0(4^). From Lemma 3 it follows that the homogeneous credibility
estimator of ^(4*^) based only on the data 3>(<t>k) is equal to Ji*(<t>k). Theorem
2 then yields, that /T(4^) is a weighted mean of {/2*(<E>fc); <3>k G <5(4',,)} with
the precisions of the Jl'(<l>k) with respect to ^(4^) as weights. Since

E [(M4V) - V*(«»t))2] E [{M^,) -
and

E [E [{p(V,)-p{*k)}{p(<l>k)-r(*k)} I Wk]] 0

we obtain

E [(M4>,) - JI*(<Dfc))2] (a"' + <JkYl a'k

which completes the proof of (41.1) and (41.2).

Of course the other formulae in theorem 8 can be proved analogously.

To derive the credibility estimators £(.) pro(/i(.)|L(2>, 1)) we first introduce
the auxiliary random variables

M'(<Pk) := pro(M(%) I L{2, M^), 1)) % G 4>(4>,)

//(©,) := pro(M©,.) I Uß, ß(<t>k), 1)) 0,. 0(Oft)

Remark: If the conditional expectations at the next higher level were known,
then the random variables //(.) would be the credibility estimators.

Consider again two neighbouring points in the tree, e.g. and 0, G ©(^l.
Let Xjj G ®(0f), Xmn £ ^(©,). By conditioning on the «F-variables we get

(M©,)-^))^2fm„
W©,) - x{]) ± xmn

(Ai(0j) - p(®k)) E
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Thus it follows from Lemma 1 that ^'(©,) depends only on the data belonging
to 2^(0,). Analogously n'(Q>k) resp. £(T^) depend only on the data belonging
to 2>('t>k) resp. to Hence from theorem 3 we get

Remark: Denote by a;, ßk and the credibility weights given to ?*(.) in the

formula (43), e.g. ßk ak(ak + <r)-1. Note that the weights q\, a'k, x'f in (40.1),
(41.1) and (42.1) are up to a constant factor the same as these credibility
weights, e.g. a'k aßk. Hence they may be replaced by the credibility weights
on that level (e.g. ßk instead of a'K), which are the formulae in Bühlmann &
Jewell (1987).
Since ji(.) pro(//(.) | L(@, 1)) the following recursion for computing the

credibility estimators from "top down" results:

Theorem 7

At this point it is worthwhile to summarize the procedure:

In a first step the statistics £t*(.) and the corresponding precisions are
calculated from "bottom up" according to theorem 6.

In a second step the credibility estimators at the different levels are
obtained by proceeding from "top down" according to theorem 7.

We will denote the precisions of the credibility estimators ß(.) at the different
levels by x{, ak, (e.g. ak := E [(/i(<I>fc) — /*(<!>* ))2] '). The next theorem shows,
that they can also be calculated recursively from "top down".

Theorem 8

POP/) (V +T) '(i>V0*V)+^)
M'(<h) K + cj)-l(o'kr(%) + ff/iOF,)) ®(¥,)

(e,* + ©, e ©(fy)

(43.1)

(43.2)

(43.3)

(v +T) '(^V^) + *r)
aW K + WO»*) + oWA) % G

£(©,) (e; + or1 (e'Ji' (0.) + emk)) ©, G ©(ag

(44.1)

(44.2)

(44.3)

V (Tz + t) (45.1)

(45.3)

(45.2)
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Proof: (45.1) is a direct consequence of theorem 2. The proof of (45.2) is

analogous to the proof of (35). First note that

M<&*) - Wk) M*>k) - mW) + + ff)_1 (a<W " £P*V))

Since

it follows that

/iOP,)-£M o

Hence we get from theorem 2

E [(?(3>t) - H(®k))2] (ff'k + (T)"1 + ff2K + (J)~2V~1

which is identical to (45.2).

Of course (45.3) is proved in exactly the same way.

As to the homogeneous credibility estimators ß(.) pro(/i(.) | L (3>)), we get
from (3), (9) and theorem 7 the recursion

iy + *)"'(t;^*(^) + tÄ0 (46.1)

mk) K + a)"W(®t) + ofifV,)) 0), e ®pF,) (46.2)

£(©,•) (e,* + e)_1(e,"£"(©,•) + e ®(^k) (46-3)

Finally using the same arguments as used in the proof of theorem 8 we obtain
the formulae for the precisions

v=«;+<>( (47,)

Sk (o'k + a) 1 + Z-) 6 ®CF,) (47.2)
Gk + a x( J

e, (el + e) (i + 0, g ©(*,) (47.3)
Qi+e °k J
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Summary

It will be shown that under some basic assumptions the credibility estimator is a weighted

mean, the weights being the precisions with respect to the quantity to be estimated Based on
this principle and the fact, that credibility estimators are projections on linear subspaces of
the Hilbert space of square integrable random variables, we will derive in an elegant way the

credibility estimators in a fundamental model as well as in a class of evolutionary models, in the

semihnear case and in the hierarchical model Moreover the precisions of the estimators will be

obtained very easily

Zusammenfassung

Es wird gezeigt, dass unter gewissen Grundvoraussetzungen der Credibihty-Schatzer ein

gewichtetes Mittel ist, wobei die Gewichte nichts anderes sind als die Präzisionen der

Komponenten in Bezug auf die zu schatzende Grosse Basierend auf diesem intuitiv leicht

zugänglichen Grundresultat und unter Zuhilfenahme der Tatsache, dass Credibihty-Schatzer
Projektionen auf lineare Unterraume des Hilbertraums der quadratintegnerbaren Zufallsgrossen
sind, werden auf elegante und konsistente Weise die Credibihty-Schatzer hergeleitet in einem
Basis-Modell wie auch in einer Klasse von evolutionären Modellen, im semihnearen Fall und

im hierarchischen Modell Zudem erhält man praktisch als Nebenprodukt der Herleitung die

Präzisionen der zugehörigen Schatzer.

Resume

L'article montre que sous certaines hypotheses de base l'estimateur de credibilite est une moyenne
ponderee et les poids les precisions des quantites ä estimer Sur cette base et vu le fait que les

estimateurs de credibilite sont des projections sur des sous-espaces hneaires de l'espace de Hilbert
des variables aleatoires integrables au carre, Particle derive les estimateurs dans le cas de modeles

de base aussi bien que de certams modeles evoiutifs et dans le cas des modeles semihneaire et

hierarchique De plus ll est possible d'obtemr facilement les precisions des estimateurs
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